2016 honda civic relay diagram

Years of production: Honda Motor Company is a popular automobile company based in Japan.
It is a multinational conglomerate corporation that has its business spread in several countries
worldwide. They are mainly known to manufacture automobiles, motorcycles, and even power
equipment. The company was founded in They have their headquarters located in Minato,
Tokyo, Japan. Honda has a large variety of cars under its wing. However, the most popular
range is the Honda Civic range. Honda Civic X is a tenth generation model that started
production in and will continue till Honda Civic X is a tenth generation model that was first
produced in and will continue till The tenth-generation Honda Civic is based on an all-new,
compact global platform. This model was first revealed in This car features a new fastback
exterior design along with the rear C-pillar flowing into the tailgate. In the front, the car has a
new chrome wing design. For the model, the company expanded the availability of the optional
six-speed manual transmission. Civic X variants include a sedan, coupe, Si trims, Type-R, and
five-door hatchback models. The interiors of Civic 10 comes with major changes. Civic X is
marketed and sold worldwide. However, the name of the models may differ in different
countries. The tenth-generation Honda Civic was launched to replace the ninth generation
models. The cars from this generation are more advanced and comfortable. Honda Civic is one
of the most popular ranges of cars by the company. It is a mid-budget family car that has both
appeal and performance. If any electrical devices are not working, turn the ignition switch to
LOCK and check to see if any applicable fuse is blown. Located near the battery. Push the tabs
to open the box. Fuse locations are shown on the fuse box cover. Locate the fuse in question by
the fuse number and box cover number. Located under the dashboard. Fuse locations are
shown on the label on the side panel. Locate the fuse in question by the fuse number and label
number. Login Register. Honda Civic X: to Honda Civic X is a tenth generation model that was
first produced in and will continue till Ford Fiesta VI - : Fuse box. Volvo C30 I - : Fuse box. From
time to time, vehicles can experience a wide range of electrical issuesâ€”even those that are
reliable, like Hondas. One of those problems can involve the main relay. Fortunately, you might
not have to rush off to a mechanic to check the relay in your Honda. You can do it yourself by
following some simple steps. Just about every vehicle on the road today includes automotive
relays. These components are basically switches that open and close a circuit by
electromechanical or electronic means. These parts are vital to ensure proper electrical
functionâ€”not to mention safetyâ€”in a vehicle. For example, if you plugged your headlights
directly into a headlight switch, you may surpass the amperage rating and cause an electrical
fire. Relays can also switch multiple things on simultaneously while using one output, allowing,
for instance, you to turn on your car's radio at the same time the antenna extends. The main
relay in a vehicle controls the fuel pump and supplies power to the injectors. Knowing how to
test a Honda main relay can help you better pinpoint the cause when an electrical issue arises.
There's a pretty simple way to tell if your main relay is affected. Simply turn on the vehicle and
see if it continues to run. If so, the main relay is okay. Should the engine shut off, the main relay
could be impacted. If you suspect you have a bad main relay in your Honda, you should perform
the following test to be sure. It can save you time, money, and aggravation, as most parts
suppliers don't take returns on electrical components. This is why it's important to avoid buying
a part you don't need. If your Honda is suffering from hot start problems that affect cranking,
this diagnostic test might be helpful, too. Consider printing it out to help you while you're
testing the relay. Here's how to do it:. Matthew Wright. Matthew Wright has been a freelance
writer and editor for over 10 years and an automotive repair professional for three decades
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proceeding. Relay Box information. Thread starter lamxuyen Start date Sep 26, New Need help
to identify the relays in the picture attached the number in the diagram or guide me where to
find info about those. I copied the pic from one of the threads here. My car is out of warranty. I
changed the leaking condenser but the AC is still only working intermittently blowing cold or
hot air I am trying to see if the AC relay is the problem. Thank you in advance. Running into the
same issue with my civic. Did replacing the AC relay work for you? HI, My honda civic ex AC is
not working. I would like to check if the relay has gone bad and needs to be replaced. Can
someone help me identify the AC relay. I was told by the Pep Boys that it could be inbuilt in the
compressor also. Please help. I don't want to send it for diagnosis as the charges are very high.
Thanks, Rahul. Lang New Member. Hello, My wife's car is having ac issues. The compressor
clutch is not engaging. I tested the connector to the compressor and am only getting mV to one

pin and none to the other two pins. I was expecting to get 12V to ar least one pin I tested the
fuse and the ac clutch relay which both are fine. Any suggestions on where the issue maybe?
Difficult to suggest the rest, I'm not a car specialist. Do you have the knowledge to be sure that
you have correctly measured everything you mention? I followed several forums to realize after
5 pages of discussions that measures supposedly good were not. Did you put the air
conditioning to the maximum for these tests? Yes, I have diplomas in electronics and auto
mechanics though I no longer work in those fields. The test was performed on the temp set to
low but not max. The relay was removed and bench tested. Is there a refrigerant pressure switch
that will cut power to the clutch if pressure is too low? Lang said:. Last edited: Jun 3, Thanks
for the info, much appreciated. You must log in or register to reply here. Member Posted
Images. Honda Civic Electrical Fuse Replacement Guide How to check or change a blown
electrical fuse in a 10th generation , , and Honda Civic. The 10th generation Civic is equipped
with the relatively newer style of "low profile" mini blade fuses. There should be a white plastic
fuse puller tool included on the underside of the engine bay fuse box cover. If the tool is
missing, you could use a pair of needle nose pliers with rubber insulated handles. The first two
steps are to open the hood and then move to the right driver side of the engine bay. The black
plastic rectangular shaped fuse box is situated behind the driver side headlight assembly and to
the right of the engine air filter box and the 12V automotive battery. Then push in the tabs on the
left side and the right side of the box to release the other two retaining clips. Lift the cover
straight off the top of the fuse box. There should be another diagram in your owner's manual.
You'll also see a selection of spare fuses and the white plastic fuse puller tool attached to the
underside of the cover. The interior passenger compartment electrical panel is located under
the driver side of the dashboard. Look under the dashboard close to where the driver's left knee
would reside while driving. Place the jaws over the old fuse that you would like to check or
change. To check the condition of the old fuse, hold it up to a light bulb. If the thin metal bar or
"band" in the translucent plastic center of the old fuse appears to be burnt or broken, the old
fuse is most likely "blown" and should be replaced. Push a new "low profile" mini blade fuse of
the same amperage rating e. If the thin metal strip in the see-through plastic middle section of
the old fuse appears to be intact, it is probably still good. Since new fuses are so inexpensive, it
would be a good idea to still replace the fuse as part of your electrical issue troubleshooting
process. They are also known as a "piggy-back" or "fuse tap". You can choose either a fuse
circuit that has constant 12V power or one that is switched off when the ignition is off. To test
the circuit, use a digital multimeter tool to see if it is "hot" has 12 volt power when the ignition is
off or if it is a switched circuit that is only live when the ignition is in the on or accessory
position. Don't worry about the numbers and letter on the fuse matching the orientation of the
other fuses. Fuses can be inserted into the socket in either orientation. If you suspect that a
faulty relay is the cause of your problem, the easiest way to troubleshoot the issue is to simply
replace the relay with a new relay. You could also test the old relay with a digital multimeter
tool. To remove an old relay, just pull it straight out of the electrical panel. Push the plastic tool
back into place on the underside of the cover. If you are still having the same problem, there
may be a shorted out wire or the component itself needs to be replaced. If you found this guide
to be helpful, please consider making a small donation by clicking on the PayPal. Thank you!
Note: I am not a registered charity. Donations are not tax deductible. Main Electrical Fuse Box.
Push In Front Tab. This automotive maintenance tutorial was specifically written to assist
owners of the tenth generation , , and Honda Civic in checking or changing a blown fuse or a
faulty relay in either the engine bay or interior passenger compartment electrical panels. There
are three release tabs on the fuse box cover. Left Side Release Tab. Push In Right Side Tab. Pull
Off Fuse Box Cover. Gently push in the tab on the front edge of the cover to release the
retaining clip. Turn Over Plastic Cover. Fuse Location Diagram. Turn over the cover to view the
fuse and relay location diagram. Plastic Fuse Puller Tool. Driver Side Dashboard. Interior Fuse
Panel. Pull the fuse removal tool off its holder on the underside of the cover. Place Jaws Over
Old Fuse. Pull Out Old Fuse. Hold Up To Light Bulb. Gently squeeze the the handle of the white
plastic fuse puller tool to open the jaws. Pull the old fuse straight out of the socket. Push In New
Fuse. Replace Fuse Puller Tool. Push On Fuse Box Cover. Make sure that the new fuse is fully
seated in the socket. Lower the cover over the top of the engine bay fuse block. Push on the
cover to secure the three retaining clips. Paul's Travel Pictures is a participant in the Amazon
Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means
for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon. Ad vertisements. In this
article, we consider the tenth-generation Honda Civic, available from to the present. Here you
will find fuse box diagrams of Honda Civic , , and , get information about the location of the fuse
panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout. Cigar lighter
power outlet fuse is the fuse 29 Front Accessory Power Socket in the Instrument panel fuse

box. Located under the dashboard. Fuse locations are shown on the label on the side panel.
Located near the battery. Fuse locations are shown on the fuse box cover. How to check the
fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table
of Contents. Fuse box location. Fuse Box Diagrams. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We
use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. I
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Used with smart entry system Key Lock without smart entry system. Front Sensor Camera with
smart entry system Transmission without smart entry system Continuously variable
transmission models. Transmission with smart entry system Continuously variable
transmission models Front Sensor Camera without smart entry system. Smart Entry with smart
entry system Not Used without smart entry system. IG Main with smart entry system Not Used
without smart entry system. Starter Motor with smart entry system Not Used without smart entry
system. Not Used Models without detachable towing hook Starter Models with detachable
towing hook. Not Used Models without detachable towing hook Option Models with detachable
towing hook. Cooling Fan 2. IG Main Models with smart entry system Models without detachable
towing hook. Starter Motor Models with smart entry system - Models without smart entry
system. VB ACT 1.

